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From the moment the bow first kissed its strings, Rev. Patrick McCollum's miracle violin
resonated to an entirely different sphere of life. Without a doubt, it is not of this world, but
here to help guide us home, where we each long to be. It is said that a truly fine violin is
destined to find its rightful owner, yet this one can never be owned, it can only be shared
with all. For, how can any of us own eternity?
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I sat, listening in awe, as the simple melody played on this extraordinary instrument
instantly metamorphosed into a symphony of healing, reaching ever more deeply into the
region of my heart, where words and thoughts disappear into the eternity of peace. Its
voice is the voice of life calling to that one life that flows within each of us, beyond the
illusory barriers of gender, lifestyle, race, creed, nationality or political leanings. Its song is
the song of angels reminding us of our divine heritage, that we are never lost, never alone,
that peace and joy are our inheritance that we are here to share with one another.
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When I was offered the great fortune to hold and bless this gift of peace to the world, I felt
the river of life itself pulse through it. Pure joy welcomed me into its loving embrace, the
Divine Mother tenderly stroking her one beloved child - all her children in the world. In
that moment, I heard her say, "This instrument of peace shall be played by a woman to
birth into this world a new, unconditional receptivity to peace that can only come from
the experience of spirit."
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Its music will resonate through your heart and speak to your eternal soul. It will heal what
is divided in you and call to you to raise yourself up out of your isolation and return home.
Home is where your heart is and it is the true residence of peace everlasting and the
limitless joy that it offers.
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I invite you to learn about the miracle journey of how Rev. McCollum came to make this
violin and discover for yourself its heavenly voice that is destined to reach every corner of
this world. Only through miracles can we hope to establish the peace of heaven upon this
earth and this violin is certainly a miracle instrument of peace.
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May the light of truth illuminate your every step and God's Love guide you in your every
act. Peace be with you always. With gratitude and love,
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